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Data pubblicazione 15/04/2021

Posizione
Role Value Proposition:













As part of the Global ICT Architecture CIO within the General Manager area, GCC
Transversal Solutions is responsible, coherently with the Holding Company
competent functions guidelines, for:
delivering global API integration solutions out of multi-country programs (e.g.
PSD2-related initiatives, open banking, Salesforce integration)
managing first and second level support for PSD2 and Open Banking requests
acting as entry point for CIOs as accountable of development, management and
maintenance of transversal integration capabilities and supporting Platforms, such
as API Gateway and ESB
establishing industrialized processes to manage the evolution and maintenance of
developed assets
supporting the CIOs to converge towards a Service Oriented Architecture while
ensuring a strong governance on the service catalog.
Key Tasks and Responsibilities:
We are currently looking for a highly motivated application developer in the API
ecosystem to join our team.
The API Developer mainly manages the maintenance of services by:
Troubleshooting incidents as a result of issues reported by API consumers
Improving existing services/solutions through code optimization and tests following
DevOps methodologies
Supporting the maintenance release processes, and providing production
operational support on deployments
Following the whole application lifecycle including infrastructural upgrades

Carrying out the application asset management including compliancy with security
specifications, cartography, service catalogue and other company processes

Requisiti










Desired qualifications and skills
In-progress degree in computer science, software engineering or related fields
Technical background with focus on API development
Basic knowledge of REST, JSON, SOAP
Basic knowledge on Java, Javascript, Oracle DB
Knowledge on DevOps tools (e.g. Github, Jenkins, Postman, SoapUI, Maven, etc.) is
a plus though not mandatory
Team spirit, positive and collaborative attitude
Good English language skills, Erasmus/oversea or other international experience is
a plus
Good written and oral communication skills
Good problem solving skills and delivery-oriented mindset

Esperienza
Not Important

Formazione
University

Note
UniCredit is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an
equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or
expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age.

